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ABSTRACT 
 

In this chapter a model of syntonic and non-syntonic humorous interactions is 

discussed and supported by a corpus-based analysis.  

The syntonic or non-syntonic dimension of a humorous interaction is due to the 

presence or lack of an attuning between two or more interactants which is observable on 

the basis of three variables that play a central role in defining a humorous interaction as 

syntonic or not: 1) a detectable humorous structure of the linguistic features of a verbal 

humorous stimulus (as specified by the General Theory of Verbal Humor); 2) the meta-

communicative humorous signals used by the interlocutors to build a humorous frame 

(such as those outlined within the field of Conversational and Discourse Analysis), 3) the 

psychological implications of recognition, comprehension and appreciation of a 

humorous stimulus (as specified by Hay [1]) which are disclosed by the addressee of a 

humorous stimulus.  

The analysis of the presence or lack of one or more of the three variables against a 

corpus of humorous dialogues is shown. As a result, the interactants‘ moves may range 

widely from failed humor to playing along. Such moves are represented by a model of 

syntonic and non-syntonic humorous interactions, which resulted to be organized in 

seven levels depending on the degree of humorous syntony reached by interlocutors. 

Clearly, the model presented here may be considered as a tool to monitor an on-

going communication, included the therapeutic ones.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Among the several kinds of humorous communication, such as written (e.g. collections of 

jokes) or drawn humor (e.g. cartoons), the present chapter is focussed on the dialogical one. 
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Therefore, the attention is on the face-to face interactive dimension of conversation where at 

least two interlocutors are involved. The object of this chapter is humorous exchange, 

considered as a peculiar way to interact with other people.  

When we say something is humorous our goal is, intuitively, to be funny and when 

someone tells us something humorous we do our best to make the attempt of being funny 

successful, at least in case we cooperate. During the on-going communication a humorous 

attempt is constantly and, more or less, unconsciously monitored by the interlocutors in order 

to get its gains, in terms of amusement and social appreciation, or, if it failed, to repair it. 

Successful and failed humorous interactions can be adduced on the basis of communicative 

and descriptive elements. In fact, since ‗70s, several scholars, interested in the pragmatics of 

humorous communication, have pointed out how a successful humorous interaction works, 

from the conversational point of view, by means of corpus-based analysis, e.g. [2-10]. In the 

last few years, the same methodology has been applied to the study of conversational cases of 

failed humor in everyday talk [11-14].  

Up to now an analytic knowledge on successful and failed humorous conversations has 

been achieved, so it is time to fruitfully turn back to it to gain a synthetic tool which embraces 

both syntonic (or successful) and non-syntonic (or failed) humorous dimensions of face- to- 

face interactions.  

Successful and failed attempts of humorous conversations can be considered as the 

extreme poles of a continuum. This idea was applied to the analysis of a corpus of filmic 

dialogues by Canestrari and Attardo [15] with the aim of micro-analytically describing how 

the interlocutors succeed or fail in co-constructing a humorous sequence and to macro-

analytically provide a model of humorous syntony, to monitor the humorous level of a 

communication. In this chapter a revisited and updated model of syntonic and not-syntonic 

humorous interactions is shown. The aim of this paper is to generalise the model of humor 

syntony previously proposed [15] on the basis of a comparison of the results coming from the 

model to the findings of the studies on humor in spontaneous contexts. Moreover, a revisited 

version of it is provided on the basis of stringent methodological steps.  

The model presented in this chapter is thought to monitor the humorous syntony of an 

interaction, generally considered, and could be useful also in the therapeutic context.  

 

 

TOOLS OF ANALYSIS 
 

From the methodological point of view, one of the first aspects to take into account is 

how to distinguish the humorous turns from others in a conversation. This point has been 

explicitly considered poorly by Conversation Analysis (CA) and Discourse Analysis (DA), 

which represent the main frames of reference in the study of humor in interaction. Usually, 

meta-communicative signals, such as laughter, have been considered as a symptom of 

humorous sequences, since they meta-communicate the message ―this is play‖ [16]. The most 

used criterion for a collection of spontaneous humorous sequences includes all those signals, 

such as tone of the voice and audience reactions, on which basis it is possible to infer the 

speaker‘s intention to be funny [1, p. 56], [6, p. 8]. This criterion clearly excludes cases of 

unintentional humor and sequences reframed as humorous by the audience. In general, the 

presence in a performance of humorous signals, which are interpreted on the basis of the 
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analyst‘s humor competence, results in being the most adopted tool of detection of humorous 

sequences. On one hand, the indexes that can occur in humorous sequences may be present 

also in other kinds of conversations, as in the case of laughter [17]. On the other hand, basing 

the analysis on the analyst‘s own humor competence risks affecting the reliability of the 

analysis. These limits can be overcome by applying the two-pronged analytical model of 

humorous interactions proposed by Canestrari [18]. A humorous text is supposed to contain a 

textual humorous structure and, sometimes, meta-communicative signals, used by the 

interlocutors to define the humorous frame of their conversation. On the basis of these two 

assumptions, such a structure should be identified according to a theory (first phase), and the 

presence or the lack of meta-communicative signals and their qualities can then be monitored, 

in agreement with the tools provided by CA and DA (second phase). As for the first phase, 

the incongruity-resolution approach to humor states that a humorous text is structured in an 

incongruity and its resolution. Several cognitive theories stress this point and belong to this 

general approach, such as the bisociation theory by Koestler [19], the two-stage model by 

Suls [20], the frame bisociation by Norrick [21], Oring‘s appropriate incongruity [22], the 

comprehension-elaboration theory of elicitation of humor by Wyer and Collins [23], the 

concept of delicate balance of congruity and incongruity stressed by Forabosco [24], some 

cognitive-perceptual studies [25-31], the linguistic theory by Raskin [32] and its evolution 

into the General Theory of Verbal Humor [33,34] considered as a cognitive linguistic theory 

[34-37], especially after the application of Giora‘s [38-43] graded salience theory. An 

exhaustive synthesis of the cited studies can be found in Chapter 2 of this book, in Dynel 

[44], Forabosco [24,45], and in Martin [46]. A central aspect of the studies cited so far is that 

a humorous text is structured in an incongruity and a resolution, which can be recognized by a 

hearer/reader. Among the several approaches to the analysis of the humorous structure of a 

text, the General Theory of Verbal Humor (GTVH) results in being the most appropriate here, 

given that it provides a formalization of the linguistic structure of a humorous text and that its 

application to the analysis of humorous interactions (conversational narratives as well as 

filmic dialogues) has been verified by Archakis e Tsakona [47], Brock [48], and Canestrari 

[18]. Among the six Knowledge Resources pointed out in the GTVH, the script opposition 

and the logical mechanism are the necessary ones because they correspond to the incongruity 

and resolution [35] and on them the perception of similarity between two humorous texts 

relies [49].  

As for the second phase, it should be clarified what the signals indicate. According to 

Hay‘s analysis [1] of the humorous reception of a stimulus, an interlocutor crosses three 

scalar implicatures: the recognition of the humorous frame of the stimulus, the 

comprehension of the humorous content and the appreciation of the humorous attempt. The 

first implicature refers to the interlocutor‘s ability to decode the meta-communicative signals 

of a stimulus, in order to detect the humorous frame. The second is a eureka moment: when 

the incongruity, or script opposition, of a humorous text is resolved by means of a logical 

mechanism, the interlocutor gets the humorous stimulus. The third implicature occurs when 

the interlocutor feels amused by the humorous attempt and implies an agreement with the 

humorous content
1
. They are organized into a hierarchy: a humorous attempt may be 

                                                           
1
 Hay [1] posits that ―agreement‖ is the fourth implicature of her model and that it turns out to be explicit when the 

humorous attempt is appreciated and followed by a negative remark on its content. For example a speaker may 

note that a joke is offensive after having laughed at it. 
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appreciated if it has been previously comprehended and, at first, recognized. Hay‘s analysis 

provides an operative definition of failed and successful humor if associated to the GTVH, as 

a tool to single out the humorous structure of a stimulus, and the CA, as a methodology to 

analyse the humorous frame of an interaction. The three implicatures of humor processing, 

namely recognition, comprehension, and appreciation [1], can be monitored on the basis of 

the presence or lack of humorous meta-communicative signals (such as those listed by 

Canestrari [18] on the basis of CA approach) and are justified when the supposed humorous 

stimulus is structured in a script opposition and a logical mechanism (pointed out by the 

GTVH). On the basis of the three-fold approach to the corpus described above, several levels 

of syntonic and non-syntonic humorous interactions were pointed out [15].  

 

 

CORPUS 
 

A characteristic of the model, which may turn out to be only apparently its main limit, is 

that it was based on filmic conversations, whereas it aimed at describing humorous dynamics 

in general and in this chapter two conversational domains, movie and everyday interactions, 

are merged. This limit can be easily overcame since Rossi [50-52] demonstrated that the 

filmic sequences performed by the Italian comic actor Totò, who is also the main character of 

the corpus of filmic dialogues considered to build the model, share the same structure and 

several conversational phenomena with everyday conversations. Moreover, Rossi [51] 

analysed the dialogues coming from six Italian movies of the same period but different in 

genre, in order to verify how distant they are from everyday conversations. Among the six 

movies, the one played by Totò resulted in being the closer to spontaneous interactions, since 

the two domains share several conversational patterns. Later on, it was demonstrated that the 

specific corpus considered for the model, made up of two movies performed by Totò, and 

shares several conversational aspects with everyday humorous conversations [53].  

Moreover, mostly in the field of dubbing, it has been demonstrated that artificially 

written-to-be-spoken conversations can be considered as mirrors of everyday conversations: 

the same conversational patterns, such as discourse markers and phraseological elements, 

occur in dubbing and in spoken discourse, in order to make a filmic conversation as authentic 

as possible [54-57]. The filmic dialogues performed by Totò and everyday conversations are 

very close to one another. Therefore, the fact that the two domains are convergent enables us 

to merge the results coming from the two domains and to generalise the use of the model to 

the humorous verbal interactions.  

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Cases Excluded from the Model 
 

The application of the three tools of analysis to the corpus produced a first important 

result: there are some kinds of humorous interactions that cannot be taken into account while 

some others can.  
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Example (1)
2
. is drawn from the Italian comic movie ―Totò, Peppino e la malafemmina‖, 

performed by the Italian comic actors Totò and Peppino. The humorous sequence revolves 

around the fact the maître is a very tall man and it is built on the misunderstanding introduced 

in line 4 and culminating in a punch line in turn 5:  

 

(1) 1 Totò: veramente volevamo parlare con il cameriere 

1 actually we would like to speak to a waiter 

2 Maître: appunto io sono il maître (.) 

2 that‘s it i am a maître(.) 

3 Peppino: {a Totò} che ha detto? 

3{to Totò} what did he say? 

4 Totò: è un metro 

4 he is a meter 

5 Peppino: (.) ah un metro (.) se li porta bene i centimetri però 

5 (.) uh one meter (.) he doesn‘t look his centimetres 

6 Totò: {al maître} molto piacere (.) prego si accomodi 

6 {to the maître} nice to meet you (.) sit down please 

 

The application of the GTVH to the above example should clarify the humorous structure 

of the text in terms of script opposition and logical mechanism. The incongruity lays on two 

opposite scripts, namely ―tall‖, expressed by the physical quality of the maître, and ―short‖, 

introduced by the word ―metro/meter‖, and their resolution is possible thanks to the 

juxtaposition, which represents the logical mechanism, between two assonant words: ―maître‖ 

and ―metro/meter‖.  

Once the humorous structure of an interaction is verified according to a theory, for 

example the GTVH (first phase), the analysis of the signals used by the interlocutors to build 

a humorous frame can be carried out (second phase). In Example (1) no signals are available. 

In fact, the interlocutors talk to each other as if a serious communication was going on. This 

phenomenon can be explained in light of the filmic nature of the dialogue: the perception of 

the humorous key of the sequence is completely up to the audience to whom a possible 

syntonic interaction is addressed. Cases like this are very common, at least in the movie 

―Siamo uomini o caporali?‖ performed by Totò: 57 out of 80 verbal humorous sequences 

contain a humorous structure but no humorous frame is built [18]. The fact that no humorous 

frame is built, nullifies the humorous interaction between the two interlocutors. Therefore, 

cases such as Example (1) are excluded from the model.  

Also the following excerpt, drawn from the same movie as Example (1), makes the 

analysis of the syntonic humorous level impossible. The editor of a scandal magazine is 

trying to persuade Totò to say he is the eye witness of a crime that he had never seen.  

                                                           
2
 The transcription model employed in this chapter is based on Jefferson‘s model [58] with some additions: 

?  ascending tone; 

.  descending tone; 

(.) brief pause; 

h audible expiration; 

: prolonged sound; 

- truncated word;  

[ ] overlap;  

{ } includes important non-verbal information;  

˘.˘ includes laughter; 

EMPHASIS block letters. 
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(2) 1 editor: lei ha sentito un urlo invocante aiuto si è precipitato (.)e  ha visto il cadavere (.)  

1 you heard someone calling out for help you rushed (.) and you saw the dead body (.) 

2 Totò: cadavere?  

2 dead body? 

3 editor: già 

3 that‘s right 

4 Totò: quale? 

4 which? 

5 editor: come lei (.) non ha visto il cadavere? 

5 what? didn‘t you see the dead body 

6 Totò: quale cadavere 

6 what dead body 

7 editor: ˘ehehe˘ ma che SIMPATIC˘h˘O ma che simpati-˘ ehehe˘ 

7 ˘ahahah˘ how FUNN˘h˘Y how funn-˘ahah˘ 

 

In the interaction above there are no script opposition and logical mechanism, but the 

editor is acting as if there were by using several meta-communicative signals in line 7: he 

laughs loudly and says twice ―how funny‖ with emphasis and interposing laughing. Clearly, 

there is no humorous syntony between the speakers because there is no humorous stimulus. 

In contrast to the two examples, the analysis of the syntonic dimension of a humorous 

communication presented in this chapter takes into account those interactions where meta-

communicative humorous signals are detectable and the stimulus is structured in an 

incongruity and its resolution (see Table 1). If both conditions are satisfied, inferences on 

humorous intention, recognition, comprehension and/or appreciation can be carried out.  

In fact, cases such as Example (1) provide no humorous frame. On the contrary, 

examples such as Excerpt (2), where an empty frame is built, are not taken into account by 

the model of syntonic and non-syntonic humorous interactions presented in this chapter, 

because of the lack of a humorous structure.  

 

Table 1. Synthesis of the applicability of the model depending on the presence  

or lack of humorous frame and content 

 

 Humorous Frame (meta-

communicative signals) 

Humorous Content (script 

opposition and logical 

mechanism) 

Cases excluded from the 

model  

No Yes 

Yes No 

Cases accounted for by the 

model 

Yes Yes 

 

The examples in the last line of Table 1 are analysed in the next two paragraphs, which 

focus on the results pertaining to the model of syntonic and non-syntonic humorous 

interactions, which is organized in seven hierarchy levels. The exemplifications of these 

levels are clearly not exhaustive: the same level can take different forms, but maintain the 

peculiarities described by the model. 
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FAILED HUMOR AND LEVELS OF NON-SYNTONIC  

HUMOROUS INTERACTIONS 
 

Non-syntonic humorous interactions are determined by failed humor and are 

characterized by: 1) the presence of a humorous stimulus, namely a script opposition and a 

logical mechanism; 2) the speaker‘s intention to be humorous, which is gathered on the basis 

of meta-communicative signals; 3) the lack of one of the three implicatures, which is inferred 

on the analysis of the meta-communicative aspects. Depending on which implicature is not 

achieved, three levels can be outlined.  

 

 

Level 1 
 

At the lowest level the humorous attempt fails due to a lack of recognition, as in the 

following case. Excerpt (3) is drawn from the same movie as Example (1), the scene takes 

place in Milan and Marisa is ironically teasing Lucia because of her strong southern Italian 

dialect: 

 

(3) 1 Marisa: bell‘accento milanese eh? 

1 {behind Lucia and smiling} what a nice milanese accent ah? 

2 Lucia: noi napoletani abbiamo molto orecch- (.) ci basta stare poche ore su un posto che  

3 subbito apprendiamo 

2 we neapolitans are very receptive (.) we immediately learn after few hours spent in  

3 a new place  

 

The humorous intention of Marisa is disclosed by her smiling and changing the tone of 

her voice, as is typical in irony [59], besides the evident contradiction of the semantic content. 

Lucia replies seriously. It can be hypothesized that Lucia‘s reply reveals a lack in recognizing 

the ironic meaning, since Lucia cannot see Marisa‘s smile, or that it is a strategy to disregard 

the humorous attempt by pretending she does not bridge the ironic gap. In both cases, from 

the descriptive point of view a lack of recognition is detected.  

 

 

Level 2 
 

The presence of recognition by the interlocutor characterizes the second level of non-

syntonic humorous interactions. At this level the humor fails on account of comprehension. In 

such a situation the interlocutor may pretend to have understood the humorous mechanism 

and disclose fake laughter or groaning [10]. Otherwise, the lack of comprehension can be 

overtly declared by the hearer, as in the example of the ―singing telegram‖ provided by 

Norrick [8, pp. 179-180] as a case of spontaneous conversational joking.  

The first two levels of non-syntonic humor resulted in being quite common in 

spontaneous conversations among native and non-native speakers: due to their linguistic 

limits, the latter may fail to recognize a humorous frame, or to process language at 

elocutionary level, or to understand the meaning of words or the pragmatic force of an 

utterance [13, pp. 430-433].  
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Level 3 
 

Finally, a humorous interaction may fail on account of appreciation. This case is present 

in everyday conversations [11], [12] as well as in the filmic corpus. The following example is 

taken from the movie ―Siamo uomini o caporali?‖, Totò is waiting for an interview and next 

to him a woman and her pretty daughter are sitting. The girl is applying for a job as a dancer 

and her mother is complaining about waiting so long, in spite of the beautiful daughter‘s legs, 

as if that was enough to be called immediately:  

 

(4) 1 mother: con queste gambe {guarda le gambe della figlia} è un‘ORA che stiamo facendo  

2 anticamera 

1. with her legs{looks at her daughter‘s legs} we have been waiting for  

2 an HOUR  

3 Totò: signora ci vuole pazienza vede anche io con QUESTE GAMBE facciol‘anticamera  

4 ˘eh eh˘ 

3 lady you have to be patient as you can see i have been waiting for an hour too with  

4 MY LEGS {he shows his legs} ˘ah ah˘ 

5 mother: {astonished face} 

 

The humorous stimulus is delivered and signalled by Totò in line 3, by comparing the 

attractive and female girl‘s legs to his own, with the aim of teasing the woman. The mother‘s 

surprised face in line 5 shows the lack of appreciation of the teasing and this reply makes the 

interaction non-syntonic from the humorous point of view. This excerpt of filmic dialogue 

results in being very similar to the domain of spontaneous conversations: according to Drew‘s 

study [4] teasing is rejected in the majority of the 50 cases he investigated, as in Example (5). 

Probably the rejection is due to the perception of teasing as a sarcastic manner to interact. 

Moreover, Drew [4] pointed out that teasing is a phenomenon tightly linked to the 

conversation where it takes place, in the sense that it occurs after an exaggeration performed 

by the interlocutor. In Example (5) the woman is complaining excessively.  

At the third level of non-syntonic humorous interactions, appreciation is not achieved and 

the conversational strategies used by interlocutors to disclose a refusal of the humorous 

attempt can even be impolite and aggressive [11], [12]. This kind of rude responses to failed 

humor occurs easily when an interlocutor says intentionally a poor joke, as in the study 

carried out by Bell [11], [12].  

The results of Bell‘s study fit in only the third level of non-syntonic humorous 

interactions, since the definition of failed humor considered by Bell is limited to those cases 

characterized by recognition, comprehension but not appreciation [11, p. 1827]. Examples of 

replies used to signal lack of amusement are: interjections (e.g., ―oooh‖ and ―mmm‖) 

performed with a falling intonation or in a sarcastic way, fake or forced laughs, ironic 

evaluation (e.g., ―good one‖), sarcasm (e.g., ―are you drunk?‖), topic changes, and so on [11], 

[12]. The results found in Bell‘s study are not exhaustive of non-appreciated humor 

responses, since the replies were elicited by canned and childish or poor jokes, performed as 

if they were spontaneous. A comparison to spontaneous conversational joking is advocated by 

the author herself [11, p. 1835].  

The strategies used to repair a failed humorous attempt represent an almost unexplored 

aspect. An exception is Montague‘s study [60] aimed at investigating failed humor in the 
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context of public speech, in particular stand-up comedy. On the basis of self-reports, 102 

comedians were surveyed and it resulted that the more a stand-up comedian feels her/his 

humor inappropriate, on the basis of the audience‘s reactions, the more s/he seeks for a repair 

in order to restore his/her image and regain audience‘s approval. Moreover, the comedians 

reported three kinds of repair: apologizing, explaining the joke, and performing self-

deprecating humor [60, pp. 22-23]. 

According to Song‘s analysis [61] a humorous communication can fail on account of 

recognition, understanding or appreciation: a joke recipient may miss one of the three 

implicatures when the joke teller violates some rules, related to the six Knowledge Resources 

(from now on they are indicated by the initial capital letters) put forward by the GTVH. A 

joke teller may fail on account of:  

 

1. Language: the speaker is redundant or uses words not capable of an immediate 

switch from one script to another;  

2. Narrative Strategy: the timing to deliver the punch line is violated or the joke teller 

discloses the funniness, especially at the end of the joke;  

3. Target: the butt of the joke is not relevant to one of the two opposed scripts; for 

example, for a dumb joke to work, the conventional stupid group of a society should 

be hit, since one of the script involved is ―stupidity‖;  

4. Situation: the content of the joke is not aligned to the recipient;  

5. Logical Mechanism: the humor is too easy, as in the knock-knock joke or other 

childish episodes, or too difficult to get;  

6. Script Opposition: the opposition of two scripts does not produce a surprising effect.  

 

According to a corpus based analysis carried out by Priego-Valverde [14], humor can fail 

when it is not perceived or if it is refused by the interlocutor. She explains these two 

phenomena by applying the Bakhtinian double voicing approach: in the first case of failed 

humor, the hearer misses the locutor‘s playful voice and takes into account only the serious 

one.  

In the second case, the hearer chooses to consider only the serious voice and refuses the 

playful one. To sum up the above cited studies, it results that: cases of failed humor can occur 

for several reasons [13], [61]; from the conversational point of view they are signalled [11], 

[12]; the GTVH as well as the Bakthinian double voicing analysis fit well the analysis of 

failed humor respectively from the linguistic and dialogical points of view [61], [14].  

 

 

SUCCESSFUL HUMOR AND LEVELS OF SYNTONIC  

HUMOROUS INTERACTIONS 
 

After a humorous attempt is recognized, comprehended and also appreciated, a syntonic 

humorous interaction may occur. Four levels of humorous syntony were detected in the 

corpus, ranging from an almost full appreciation to mode adoption.  
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Level 4 
 

The first three levels are exemplified in the same scene, which has been broken down into 

three sequences. They are reported from the lowest to the highest level of humorous syntony, 

even though they are placed in the scene in the exact opposed order. The original progression 

is revealed by the numeration assigned to the turns. Just to give a brief description of the 

scene, Totò is having dinner in a luxury restaurant, where a lady with her husband asks for his 

autograph. Totò accepts and gains knowledge of her surname, Ossobuco, and her place of 

origin, Naples. Totò, who probably thinks that Ossobuco is the lady‘s maiden name, wants to 

know her married name, in order to write her a dedication. In line 11 he asks for this 

information with an ambiguous manner, which may serve to know both married and maiden 

names. The lady replies that Gennaro was dead, but did not disambiguate that Gennaro was 

her father, therefore her maiden name, and that the man who is with her is her husband. In 

fact, the surprised remark by Totò in line 13 reveals the misunderstanding and refers to the 

man who is physically present in the scene. In line 14 the lady clarifies the situation and 

introduces the topic of her father‘s death, which lays the ground for the teasing in line 21: 
 

(5) 23 Totò:  eh di?  

23 {expression meaning ―wife or daughter of‖ } 

24 Madam: no fu gennaro  

24  no, he was the late gennaro 

25 Totò:  che strano credevo fosse stato suo marito 

25 odd i thought he was your husband 

26 Madam: no: fu gennaro papà:  

26 no: gennaro was my fa:ther 

27 Totò:  ah fu gennaro papà  

27 oh the late gennaro was your father 

28 Madam: papà è morto  

28  my father is dead 

29 Totò:  ah è morto mi dispiace 

29 oh he‘s dead i‘m sorry 

30 Madam: povero paparino 

30  poor daddy 

31 Totò:  eh: esequie signora faccio le mie esequie 

31 my obsequies madame my obsequies
3
 

32 Madam: hh grazie 

32 hh thank you 

33 Totò:  poteva morire suo marito era meglio  

33 it‘d‘ve been better if your husband had died {smiling, he gently shoves her arm 

with his hand twice}  

34 Madam: no ˘ahah˘ perché poverino [˘ah ah˘] 

34 no ˘ah ah˘ why poor thing? [˘uh uh˘] 

35 Totò:  [io]io scherzo 

35 [just] kidding  

36 Madam: sì lo so 

36  yes i know 

                                                           
3
 The assonance between the Italian words ―ossequi homage‖ (as in ―pay homage to‖) and ―esequie obsequies‖ is 

enough to produce a humorous moment. From the communicative point of view, this case is analogous to 

Example (1).  
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The lowest level of syntonic humorous interactions is represented by Example (5), where 

a sequence of teasing occurs. The first pair of the sequence is in line 21. According to 

Alberts‘ definition [62], teases include a serious and a playful dimension [62, p. 158]. In 

Example (5) the serious message serves to create complicity with the lady at her husband‘s 

expense, husband who was introduced as a poor authoritative man at the beginning of the 

scene. The humorous aspect lays in the exaggeration of the content and in the playful frame, 

signalled Totò‘s smiling face and his gentle jostle of woman‘s arm in line 21 and by the 

verbal reassurance in line 23. The second pair of the sequence is made of the mixed reply 

provided by the woman in line 22, which reveals that the humorous attempt has not been 

completely appreciated or refused. In Hay‘s terminology [1], the lady appreciated but did not 

agree. Due to its ambivalent nature, this example is located approximately in the middle of 

the continuum of the syntonic and non-syntonic humorous interactions model. 

 

 

Level 5 
 

In the following sequence, which exemplifies the second level of syntonic humorous 

interactions, Totò ascertains the correct spelling of the lady‘s name:  

 

(6) 17 Totò:  o: mi dica un po‘ ossobuco co- con due buchi (.) ossobbu- 

17 oh listen ossobuco wi- with two holes(.) ossobbu- 

18 Madam: no con con una b 

18 no with just one b 

19 Totò:  ah con un buco solo (.) ˘uh uh˘ ossobuco con un buco solo 

19 {serious face}ah: just one hole(.)˘uh uh˘ossobuco with just one hole 

20 Madam: [˘ha ha ha: hee hee hee˘] 

20 [˘hu hu hu: ha ha ha ha ha ha˘] 

21 Totò:  [{risata afona} ossob(.)uco con un bu(.)co solo (.) le risate] 

21 [{silent laughter} ossob(.)uco with one ho(.)le only what a laugh] 

22 Madam: ˘ah ah˘ che simpa- ˘ih ih ih˘ 

22  uh uh˘ that‘s funny- ˘eh eh eh˘ (.) 

 

Example (6) is a case of unintentional humor: in line 19 Totò realizes the funniness of 

what he has just said. The letter ―B‖ is confused with the word ―buco/hole‖ (incongruity), by 

means of juxtaposition because ―buco‖ is part of the name he is writing down (resolution). 

From the communicative point of view the humorous attempt is later signalled by the locutor: 

in lines 19 and 21 Totò laughs and also repeats the humorous words to stress their funniness 

in a similar way that happens in spontaneous conversations, where the echoing is performed 

by hearers [1,7]. The woman supports the humorous attempt in turns 20 and 22 by laughing 

and by a verbal appreciation.  
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Level 6 
 

The next level is more syntonic than the previous one due to the speaker‘s intention to be 

humorous. This prototypic humorous sequence is exemplified by the following excerpt:  

 

(7) 1 Totò:  il suo cognome signora per cortesia  

1 your last name, madame, please 

2 Madam:  ossobuco  

3 Totò:  ossobuco?  

4 Madam:  sì  

 yes 

5 Totò:  ossobuco  

6 Madam:  mhm  

7 Totò:  milanese 

8 Madam:  no napoletana 

8 no neapolitan 

9 Totò:  e a napoli ci sono gli ossobuchi? 

9 and are there ossobuchis in naples? 

10 Madam:  tanti ce ne sono eh 

10 lots of them 

11 Totò:  sì: deve essere una famiglia(.) importante vero? 

11 ye:s must be an important (.) family, right?  

12 Madam:  ma forse 

12 maybe 

13 Totò:  gli ossobuchi sono milanesi 

13 {smiling} the ossobuchis are milanese 

14 Madam: ah sì? ˘ha ah ah˘ 

14 oh is that so? ˘hu hu hu˘ 

15 Totò:  o meglio lombardi (.) [lombardi] 

15 or better they‘re lombards (.) [lombards] 

16 Madam:   [˘ha ha˘] 

16 Madam: [˘hu hu˘] 

 

Totò asks the lady her surname and, intrigued by the word ―Ossobuco‖, he guesses she is 

from Milan (line 7), since ―ossobuco‖ is a typical Milanese dish. A false reasoning allows the 

joker to switch from a script (a surname) to another (food). In line 13 Totò signals his 

intentional humorous attempt by smiling and the madam appreciates it by laughing in lines 14 

and 16.  

 

 

Level 7 
 

In the previous two levels, the strategies used to support humor as described by Hay [1] 

are very frequent. Among them, the model presented here comprises of ―playing along with 

the gag‖ not merely as a strategy of humor support, but as the highest level of achieved 

humorous syntony. This distinction follows the one made by Davies [63] who distinguishes 

between cooperation and collaboration in the joking activity. The first case comprises of those 

interactions where the humorous attempt performed by a locutor is supported by the 
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interlocutor, then it can be assimilated to the first three levels of humorous syntonic model. In 

the second case, which corresponds to the highest level of humorous syntony, the interlocutor 

replies playing along with the humorous attempt of the locutor. Such a level is referred to 

here as mode adoption. For example, a joke-telling mode of communication takes place when 

―a playful, mirthful, humor mood prevails between the speakers and hearer(s)‖ [32, p. 141]. A 

mode can be adopted when the hearer replies to a speaker using the same type of implicature 

or mode used by the speaker herself/himself, as Attardo [64] pointed out. Mode adoption is a 

conversational phenomenon usually referred to as playing along, joining in the joking or in 

general humorous attempts, punning for instance [6], [65], that elicit further attempts of the 

same genre.  

In the example below, taken from a naturally occurring conversation [1, p.66], the 

speakers are three women who are punning around the double meaning carried out by the 

word ―pulses‖. In line 4 DF pretends to misunderstand the word ―pulses‖ used by BF in line 

3. DF goes on punning and teasing CF in line 4, by introducing ―kidney beans‖. In line 8 CF 

goes along with the joke and adds the word ―lentils‖. From this point on CF becomes the 

joker and she delivers another punch line in turn 10  

 

(8) 1CF: i mean i‘ve got bad feelings in my hands anyway 

2BF: have you 

3CF: like i can never feel pulses or stuff like like you know 

4DF: pulses what like beans? like beans? you mean 

5BF: NO 

6DF: pulses you mean [kidney beans] and the like 

7CF: [yeah] 

8CF: and lentils 

9BF: oh does she ˘h˘ 

10CF: i find it really hard to feel lentils 

 

The first attempt at humor, made in line 4 by DF, is an invitation to play. The other 

interlocutors could reply refusing the invitation and going on with the serious frame. The 

move made by CF is to play along with the joker, showing mode adoption: she introduces the 

word ―lentils‖ in line 8 and goes on with that topic in line 10.  

According to Davies‘ analysis [63, pp. 1366-1367], what is referred to here as mode 

adoption consists of confirming the joking initiator‘s utterance, for example by mirroring the 

prosodic form or repeating the same words s/he used, and adding something different within 

the same frame set out by the initiator or introducing a new way of playing, for example 

running from an initial ironic mode addressed to a third party to a self-parody. In Example (8) 

CF confirms DF, who is the joking initiator, by adopting the same prosody and by showing an 

analogous word choice (from ―beans‖ and ―kidney beans‖ to ―lentils‖) in line 8, and adds 

something more in line 10 restructuring the utterance she has performed in line 3, so that ―feel 

pulses‖ turns out as ―feel lentils‖.  

This peculiar way of interacting has also been found also in spontaneous interactions 

among nine-year old children, for what pertains to irony: at this age they are able to deliver 

ironic comments and to adopt this mode in reply [66]. In spite of the early acquisition of 

mode adoption, at least as for irony, it results in being the less used option to interact within a 

humorous frame.  
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According to Attardo‘s meta-analysis [64] of 5 different studies that investigated the 

pragmatic aspects of humorous spontaneous conversations on the basis of corpora of 

everyday talk, mode adoption results in being a rare phenomenon: only 3 out of 50 cases (6%) 

of teasing reported by Drew [4] can be assimilated to mode adoption; 22 out of 109 instances 

(20,2%) of playful insult (or ―jocular abuse‖) analysed by Hay [67] correspond to mode 

adoption; Kotthoff [68] demonstrated that mode adopting is more frequent when the 

conversations take place in an informal context, such as dinner with friends, than in the TV 

debates she took into account, where only one example of mode adoption occurred; 33% of 

the 289 ironic occurrences reported by Gibbs [69] present mode adoption; mode adoption 

results to be less preferred when ironic/sarcastic interactions occur: 26 out of 395 responses to 

ironic/sarcastic occurrences (6,58%) are cases of mode adoption [70].  

A similar result comes from the analysis of the filmic corpus described above: out of 26 

humorous interactions where at least one interlocutor builds a humorous frame, only one case 

of mode adoption seems to take place. Interestingly, it is the only case where the humorous 

attempt is not performed by the character Totò.  

The following example comes from the movie ―Siamo uomini o caporali?‖ and the scene 

takes place in the police headquarters and Totò is dressed up as a woman and is supposed to 

be a prostitute. Totò is sitting next to real prostitutes and asks the policeman if he can speak to 

the police commissioner: 

 

(9) 1 Totò:  voglio parlare col commissario 

1 i want to speak to the commissioner of police 

2 policeman: vuoi parlare col commissario 

2 you want to speak to the commissioner of police 

3 Totò:  dai dai dai  

3 come on come on come on 

4 policeman: adesso ti facciamo parlare col PRESIDENTE DELLA REPUBBLICA 

4 now we will let you speak to the PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC  

5 prostitutes: ˘ahah[ahah]˘ 

5 ˘uhu[huh]˘ 

6 Totò:   [eh sp]iritoso 

6  [you‘re fu]nny 

{20 seconds of dialogue are cut} 

7 prostitute 1: ma chi sarà mai 

7 who is she 

8 prostitute2: e no la vedete (.) ava gardner 

8 don‘t you see it (.) ava gardner 

9 prostitutes: ˘ah ah ah ah˘ 

9 ˘uh uh uh˘ 

 

In the example above Totò is the butt of the sardonic jokes performed by the policeman 

in line 4 and supported by the prostitutes in line 5, and by prostitute 2 in line 8, who is again 

supported by the other prostitutes in line 9. The joke initiator is the policeman who pokes at 

fun Totò by an hyperbole performed with emphasis in a sarcastic mode in line 4. The same 

prosody is adopted by prostitute 2 who adds to the initiator‘s utterance a new aspect to laugh 

at, namely Totò‘s ugliness. 
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Examples (8) and (9) could be defined as a case of mode adoption, since they fit the main 

characteristics of playing along as identified by Davies [63], but they show two main 

differences. The first lays on the kind of humor involved: jocular teasing in Example (8) and 

sarcasm in (9). This difference confirms that the definition of mode adoption does not deal 

with affiliative-aggressive humor dimension: since the boundary between the two extreme 

poles of this dimension is not a clear-cut one, the definition of mode adoption is based on the 

descriptive structure of an interaction. The second difference is about timing: in Example (8) 

mode adoption occurs after a few turns following the joke initiator‘s utterance, then they 

behave as an adjacent pair. On the contrary, in Example (9) the initiator‘s utterance and the 

adoption are divided by several turns, not reported in the transcription, which are coherent 

with the whole conversation and where a ping pong of sarcastic accusations and defences 

between Totò and some of the interlocutors takes place. This phenomenon raises the 

possibility that mode adoption is a sequence which can occur as adjacency pairs or take the 

form of insert sequences.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

A descriptive model of humorous interactions covering the entire dimension ranging 

from failed to successful humor up to now has not been thought up. The only exceptions are 

Attardo‘s analysis [64] and Canestrari and Attardo‘s model [15] which represent the starting 

point of the study presented in this chapter.  

The model of syntonic and non-syntonic humorous interactions shown in this chapter 

provides a description of hierarchy organized cases of failed and successful humorous 

interactions, on the basis of three tools of analysis: 1)the GTVH, which serves to define a text 

as humorous on the basis of a peculiar linguistic structure; 2) the detection of humorous meta-

communicative signals, on which basis it is possible to build a humorous frame and infer 

which implication is gained; 3) three cognitive implications, namely recognition of the 

humorous attempt, comprehension of the humorous structure of a stimulus and appreciation 

of it.  

Given a corpus of filmic humorous dialogues the three tools were tested and their 

synchronic application against it produced a model of syntonic (or successful) and non-

syntonic (or failed) humorous interactions. The filmic nature of the corpus taken into account 

may weaken the model. Then, the results obtained on the basis of the chosen corpus were 

compared to those of studies that investigated successful or failed humor in naturally 

occurring conversations. Since the findings in the two domains, filmic and natural, confirm 

each other, it is possible to generalize the model so that it accounts for face-to face 

interactions, independently from their fictional or spontaneous nature.  

The potentiality of the model can be expressed by its application to an actual 

conversation, particularly when it is applied by the interlocutors themselves. In fact, bearing 

in mind which are the seven levels may help in coping with failed humor and in performing 

more and more syntonic humorous interactions. In particular, in the therapeutic context, 

where humor is advocated as a technique (see Chapter 9 of this book), the model can be used 

as a tool to monitor the level of syntony achieved, then possible changes toward one of the 

two extreme poles of the continuum can be reported.  
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FILMOGRAPHY 
 

Siamo uomini o caporali? (1955) by Camillo Mastrocinque. Starring Totò (Totò Esposito), 

Paolo Stoppa (various corporals), Fiorella Mari (Sonia). Story by Totò. Screenplay by 

Vittorio Metz, Francesco Nelli, Mario Mangini, Camillo Mastrocinque and Totò. 

Produced by Lux Film (Ponti-De Laurentiis studios). 

Totò, Peppino e la…malafemmina (1956) by Camillo Mastrocinque. Starring Totò (Antonio), 

Peppino De Filippo (Peppino), Dorian Gray (malafemmina). Story by Nicola Mannari. 

Screenplay by Camillo Mastrocinque, Eduardo Anton, Alessandro Continenza, Francesco 

Thellung. Produced by D.D.L. Cineriz. 
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